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Abstract

Marketing Communications has been the vital part of Start-up’s and MSMEs growth in the recent years contributing to a significant change in the way the businesses are communicating after the advent of the internet. After the arrival of smart phones, the interactions among business enterprises have refined completely compare to traditional interactions happening since ages among businesses. This study focuses on one such prominent communication tool which has changed the entire landscape of Start-ups and MSMEs marketing communication is “WhatsApp”. The study intends to highlight the significant roles of this powerful communication media WhatsApp among Start-up’s and MSMEs of India in terms of exchanging texts, images, videos and other documents while conducting their business on day-to-day basis. Also, the study intends to know more about WhatsApp’s benefits for Start-up’s and MSMEs in India and its future as a most cost-effective tool of marketing communication among start-ups and MSMEs.
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1. Introduction

WhatsApp is basically messenger application on smartphones which allows the users of smartphone to download the application and use it for sending text and voice messages, make calls (voice as well as video calls), share documents and images, share location and other uses. WhatsApp application is widely used on smartphones. WhatsApp application can also be used on the desktops of computers. However, internet is required to use WhatsApp either on mobile phone or desktop.

In the year 2018 WhatsApp has introduced WhatsApp Business application especially for businesses for effective communication. Erstwhile WhatsApp Inc is acquired by Facebook in the year 2014 leading to world’s best messaging application with largest users in the world. Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WhatsApp

WhatsApp as a marketing communication tool for business has become new generation business application for instant messaging and sharing of documents, images, videos etc. and to make calls at free of cost with an internet connection in the mobile phones or desktop. WhatsApp communication has become one of the most cost-effective modes of communication among start-ups and small businesses (MSMEs) because of its benefits viz., individual chatting, group chatting, broadcasting messages etc., In the WhatsApp Business application the user can create a business profile, make quick replies, make automatic messages, tag the conversation with labels, message analytics etc.,
WhatsApp as a marketing strategy for Start-up’s and MSMEs in fulfilling the business communication needs has several faces to it viz., Easy reachability to buyers/customers, create a data-base of potential customers by saving their contact details, Quick customer responses, Display of status, Personalized services etc.,

2. WhatsApp for start-up’s and MSMEs in India

After the advent of WhatsApp in India the application has been widely in use among friends and family members. However, after understanding its widespread usage of WhatsApp as a medium of communication among Indian population WhatsApp Business was introduced to help businesses especially the start-ups and small businesses making WhatsApp Business as a highly effective tool of communication with tremendous potential for business.

Because of its easy usage features like sharing documents, images, videos, auto-messaging, voice and video calls etc., the small businesses are finding this media extremely useful in their day-to-day interaction with customers and show-case their business profiles to potential buyers using WhatsApp Business application.

Facebook the owner of WhatsApp has come up with many other features like QR codes, catalogue links etc., and its recent implementation of payment features like WhatsApp payment services may open the gateway for this India’s most used messenger for reaching out to many Start-ups and MSMEs of India as most preferred marketing communication tool of tomorrow.

Unlike larger corporations who invest heavily on online advertisements starts-ups and MSMEs cannot afford to spend heavily on internet of things. Especially during the times like COVID pandemic and series of lock-downs WhatsApp is a saviour for start-ups and MSMEs to explore and retain the communication with buyers while doing their business.

Many small businesses in the towns and cities have explored the benefits of WhatsApp during COVID pandemic when consumers are not in position to perform any window-based business because of COVID restrictions. Many businesses have used WhatsApp as their primary mode of contact and communication for doing their business and supplying to the consumer needs.

WhatsApp Business App: WhatsApp has come up with WhatsApp for business especially for the benefit of start-ups and MSMEs. The new WhatsApp business app has several advantages compare to conventional WhatsApp. The small business can create a business profile on this WhatsApp business application. Apart from the above there are other attributes like quick replies which helps in quick response to customers and automated messages to clients who visit the business profile. Also, there are attributes like labelling the conversations and message analytics.

Though there are many leading e-commerce or social media sites on the internet but the WhatsApp is considered to be highly recognized in terms of its reach, popularity and growth. The WhatsApp has recently introduced catalogue links, QR codes etc., which will make even more convenient for its users in business.

3. Benefits of WhatsApp for start-ups and MSME’s in India

Unlike the other social media platforms WhatsApp involves the people of all age groups all the time in a day especially in India with various WhatsApp groups formed for consistent exchange of innumerable postings every day. The users can make individual or group chats on WhatsApp post status, make voice and video calls etc., In whatever business we are into our buyers or customers will be using WhatsApp and especially in our country India WhatsApp is one of the widely used messenger for exchanging texts, pictures, documents, videos etc.,

Some of the major benefits of WhatsApp for business are:
- **Cost Effective**: A simple internet connection in our smartphones which by and large every smartphone holder in India will have creates the most cost-effective platform for making business using this powerful communication media called WhatsApp.

- **Security**: The WhatsApp is considered to be one of safe or secured media to share the information as its policy protects the information through its end-to-end encryption feature.

- **Database of prospects/customers**: Any business can create a database in the WhatsApp of prospective buyers or customers which in turn help the seller to keep in touch with all prospective buyers or customers at all times and exchange the communication among its prospective buyers/customers.

- **Market Reach**: Market reach via WhatsApp has no end. As long as the customers are using WhatsApp in their smartphones the reach through WhatsApp to any customer across the world is in the fingertips.

- **Response Time**: There can be an instant response to customers on WhatsApp using the features like automated messages. In today’s world the quick response especially from a small business where they lack resources is key to succeed in business. The WhatsApp gives an ample scope for small businesses to immediately respond to customer by sharing documents, pictures, videos etc., required for finalizing the business with the prospective buyers.

- **Status of WhatsApp**: Status on WhatsApp help the businesses to show-case their latest products or services or offers in the business to potential buyers by posting relevant pictures or messages in the status whereby attracting the buyers to make business with the concerned advertiser on status.

- **Payment Options**: Recently there is a payment option also made available in the WhatsApp which has been recently introduced in WhatsApp to send or receive money using WhatsApp Payments.

4. **Conclusion**

The use of WhatsApp in business has been contributing extensively to small business or start-up owners in India enabling the individuals to turn into an entrepreneur. The WhatsApp has made a big impact on diversified MSMEs or start-ups in India across the sectors like retails, technology, food & beverage, education, logistics, agriculture, apparels etc.,

The MSMEs and start-ups are effectively using WhatsApp as their one of the effective communication tools in their day-to-day business affairs. WhatsApp for business has helped many business concerns to make a positive association with their potential buyers to easily sell their products or services in a most effective manner ever by using WhatsApp communication mode with their clients. Due to its widespread usage among Indian consumers the WhatsApp has created benchmark for most other social media platforms with its attributes like cost-effective, instant communication, status, quick response, easy sharing of information through texts, pictures, videos etc., and various other benefits the messenger is offering has led the Indian MSMEs and start-ups to highly capitalize this effective mode of communication in their businesses.

Currently WhatsApp is widely used platforms in conducting business especially among Indian MSMEs and Start-ups helping these businesses to grow in their business. Because of its simplicity (less technical), no investment and easy to use features the WhatsApp is growing like anything in terms of its popularity in India especially after the spread of pandemic like COVID-19 and its consequences on businesses towards new normal life. To conclude we can say that WhatsApp in business is crucial presently among small business ventures communication needs.
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